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T

The concepts of autonomy as the self governance of individuals and dignity as the inner worth of human
beings play an important role in contemporary bioethics. Since both notions are crucial to Immanuel
Kant’s moral theory, it would be tempting to think that Kantian ethics could ease the friction between the
two concepts. It is argued in this paper, however, that this line of thought cannot be supported by Kant’s
original ideas. While he did make a conscious effort to bring autonomy and dignity together, his emphasis
on the absolute inner worth of our collective humanity made it impossible for him to embrace fully the
personal self determination of individuals, as it is usually understood in today’s liberal thinking.

he concepts of autonomy and dignity play a central role in
contemporary discussions on bioethics. According to one
popular view, personal autonomy, understood as the
freedom of individuals to do, choose, and be whatever they
want is the paramount ethical consideration in medicine,
health care, and the life sciences. This creed is usually
attributed to the adherents of the ‘‘liberal’’ or ‘‘utilitarian’’
traditions.1–7 According to an equally popular view, at least in
Europe, however, considerations such as justice, solidarity,
precaution, and especially dignity should in many cases take
precedence over respect for individual freedom, as defined
above.8–11 Although the clash is to a considerable extent
artificial and verbal,12–15 the concepts of autonomy and
dignity tend to be seen as antagonistic.
There is, however, a notable exception to this rule. At
bioethical conferences and meetings many people advocate
the idea that autonomy and dignity can, in fact, coexist in
mutual harmony, and that genuinely liberal policies can
incorporate prohibitions based on traditional accounts of
human worth.
Depending on the definitions used, the first part of this
dual claim can be perfectly true. If autonomy means freedom
to do and to be whatever we want, and if dignity means that
what we want is sacrosanct in self regarding matters, then
there is no contradiction.16 Similarly, if autonomy means self
guidance within the boundaries of the moral law, and if
dignity means the presence of the moral law in our persons,
the two are entirely compatible. These combinations mark
the competing current notions of autonomy, which derive
from the works of John Stuart Mill and Immanuel Kant.17–21
Problems arise, however, when the second part of the claim
is introduced into discussions—when legislators or academics assume that a Millian concept of autonomy can be
combined with a Kantian concept of dignity. One prominent
example is the recent German debate on the use of human
embryonic stem cell lines in research.22–25 In the legislative
compromise that ensued,26 both Millian (politically liberal)
and Kantian (morally conservative) reasons were happily
paraded side by side. The underlying philosophical rationale,

if any, might have been a conviction that Kant’s ideas of
personal self governance (autonomy) and absolute human
worth (dignity) can somehow bridge the otherwise unsurpassable gap between political liberalism and moral conservatism in consistent law making.
In this paper, I aim to show that this conviction is false, by
explicating Kant’s own doctrines on self governance and
absolute inner worth against the framework of the competing
ideologies of his time. I will start by briefly describing two
rival eighteenth century views that Kant tried to bring
together. I will then go on to sketch the way in which he tried
to do this, citing his definitions and characterisations of the
close link between autonomy and dignity. The next step is to
examine what exactly Kant lost, from the viewpoint of my
inquiry, in the process of merging two arguably incompatible
concepts. Finally, I will consider the lessons that can be
learned from the inability of the Kantian model to unite the
two views.

THE COMPETING VIEWS KANT TRIED TO
CONSOLIDATE
In the eighteenth century, most philosophical debates in
Europe had theological and religious underpinnings. The
emerging discussion on the freedom and self governance of
individuals was no exception. Philosophers were divided,
according to their theological and religious views, into two
warring camps, those of ‘‘intellectualism’’ and ‘‘voluntarism’’. My account of these follows closely J B Schneewind’s
pioneering work on the topic.27
The proponents of ‘‘intellectualism’’ (a creed associated
with ‘‘epistemological rationalism’’) believed that people can,
in the light of reason, understand what God, the creator of
the world and its ultimate judge, thinks about morality.
According to the traditional version of this view,28 29 only a
limited number of people actually possess this ability. Since,
however, these privileged individuals can share their knowledge with other people, everybody can, in theory at least, find
out what God expects of his creatures. This common moral
understanding was seen as a prerequisite of justice, since it
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of dignity. In the empirical world, human beings are entities
of little significance, and human feelings, desires, aspirations,
inclinations, and likings do not amount to much. In Kant’s
words, however:

HOW DID HE BRING THEM TOGETHER?

WHAT DID HE LOSE IN THE PROCESS?

Kant was familiar with both competing traditions, intellectualism and voluntarism, and he tried to combine them in his
own philosophy. He was attracted to the view that human
freedom and self government are somehow important to
ethics and politics, but he also held that human beings ought
to belong to the same moral community with God. His
solution was to employ the intertwined concepts of autonomy and dignity.
Kant’s primary concern was to show that morality, as the
freedom to choose between right and wrong, is indeed
possible in a world governed by material causes. To support
his case, he introduced the distinction between the empirical
world, which is causally determined, and the noumenal world,
which is not. As bodily creatures, we belong to the empirical
world, but as rational agents, we inhabit the noumenal
sphere. Our morally practical reason, our noumenal part, is
free to make its own laws, and to act in accordance with
them, without paying unnecessary attention to the demands
of the empirical body.
Since morality requires freedom, and freedom can be
attributed only to our practical reason, or will, it follows that
the only way to act morally is to obey the commands of the
will. This is what Kant called autonomy. In his own words:

The division of reality into the empirical and noumenal
worlds rendered it, in the end, impossible for Kant to do
justice to the self governance, or autonomy, of individuals, as
they are seen in most of the liberal tradition. The autonomy
of the will, as he defined it, and the dignity of humanity
eventually belong to the noumenal world, not to the
empirical sphere that people and their choices inhabit. They
(autonomy and dignity) are not a part of our decision making
as physical and psychological beings, but rather alien forces
that we find in ourselves, and must respect. As Kant wrote:

Autonomy of the will is the property that the will has of
being a law to itself. [Morality] is the relation of actions to
the autonomy of the will[…]. That action which is
compatible with the autonomy of the will is permitted;
that which is not compatible is forbidden (Kant,18 11 440,
439, p 44).
Kant believed that the demands of practical reason are the
same on all rational beings. This provides us with a test for
our moral principles. In order to act autonomously, we must
act according to rules which could be autonomously chosen
by any rational agent. The requirements of the moral law are,
in other words, universal.
Autonomy of the will makes human beings equal to God in
that we, too, can make our own laws. Can we, however, make
these laws as we like? Would that not lead to a rule of
rational human beings on a par with God? Surely that would
be unacceptable. This is where Kant introduced the concept
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man as a person—that is, as the subject of a morally
practical reason, is exalted above all price. For as such a
one (homo noumenon) he is not to be valued merely as a
means to the ends of other people, or even to his own
ends, but is to be prized as an end in himself. This is to
say, he possesses a dignity (an absolute inner worth)
whereby he exacts the respect of all other rational beings
in the world, can measure himself against each member of
his species, and can esteem himself on a footing of
equality with them (Kant,19 11 434–5, p 97).
By combining the ideas of autonomy and dignity in this
way Kant was able to accommodate, to a certain extent at
least, the main points of both voluntarism (the freedom of
the will) and intellectualism (the rule of reason). The self
regulation of the will ensured that a realm of human freedom
exists, and the universality of practical reason made God and
all his rational creatures equal in the domain of morality.

[From] the fact that one is capable of […] internal
legislation and that the (physical) man feels himself
compelled to venerate the (moral) man in his person,
there must […] follow exaltation and the highest self
esteem. This is the feeling of one’s inner worth (valor),
according to which he is above all price (pretium) and
possesses an inalienable dignity (dignitas interna), which
inspires him with respect (reverentia) for himself (Kant,19 1
436, p 98).
By the double meaning of the words ‘‘man’’, ‘‘one’’, and
‘‘he’’ in this passage (and others like it), Kant drew a sharp
distinction between particular human beings (the empirical
individuals who feel the respect and awe) and humanity in
general (in our noumenal part), and denied the possibility of
proper self governance in the light of individual (empirical)
concerns.
The practical implication of this move is that when we
respect autonomy and dignity in other people, as we should,
we do not necessarily have to respect the actual empirical
choices they make, however uncoerced and informed they
are. According to Kant, it is against our humanity to take our
own lives, or to give away or sell integral parts of our body
(Kant,19 11 422–3, pp 82–4). This means that voluntary
euthanasia and organ sale can be automatically ruled out as
immoral. This conclusion is reached, however, at the expense
of individual self governance, or ‘‘autonomy’’ as it is usually
understood in present day ethical discussions.
(It is another question whether, within Kant’s doctrine, we
should or should not respect other people’s actual choices in
the sense that we should not constrain them, or coerce them,
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would be unfair to judge people on criteria of which they do
not, and cannot, have knowledge.
The champions of ‘‘voluntarism’’ (a view linked with
‘‘epistemological empiricism’’), by contrast, thought that
human beings should not try to define, and thereby restrict,
the judgments that God can or cannot make.30 As an all
powerful being, God can do whatever he chooses—he can
even change his moral commands at will. For instance,
bigamy is currently forbidden, but it is perfectly feasible that
under different circumstances God would condone it. Finite
human beings are not supposed to stretch their intelligence
in an attempt to guess what God’s thoughts are. Whatever he
demands or allows is right, and whatever he forbids is wrong.
We may be able to feel or sense the rightness and wrongness
of actions, but reason (or intellect) cannot help us in this
task.
The emphasis given to the freedom of God’s will in
voluntarism coincided with the liberal political movement, in
which the freedom of individuals was stressed. The value of
human life was linked with the ability to make choices for
oneself.31 Within the outcome oriented ethical version of the
liberal doctrine,32 the idea that feelings and sensations can
provide a guide to morally right action made pleasure and
happiness the cornerstones of many ethical theories.

Self governance and inner worth in Kant’s moral philosophy

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THIS?
Kant combined the basic tenets of intellectualism and
voluntarism in the theological discussion of his time by
arguing that while we know that reason is the basis of
morality, we can have no empirical knowledge of the way
practical reason works within us. As dignified rational beings,
we are God’s equals, but we cannot understand what this
means, because the autonomy of the will, in God and in
ourselves, is to us a mystery. One of the few things that we do
know about this matter is that empirical phenomena like
feelings, sensations, and inclinations are not autonomous,
and should not therefore be relied upon in ethical decision
making.
As a theological attempt to consolidate intellectualism and
voluntarism, Kant’s doctrine can have its merits, but it did
not bring together, on equal terms, the related ethical theories
of his time—or ours. The ability of human beings to make
choices based on their own individual considerations, the
standard starting point of liberal moral and political
doctrines, never gained a decisive role in Kant’s philosophy.
Instead, the normative substance of his ethical model was
derived from more traditional ideals concerning our collective
humanity, as assigned to us by God.
The lesson to be learned from these considerations is, I
believe, that autonomy and dignity, as these concepts are
predominantly used in contemporary discussions, cannot be
properly consolidated by appeals to Kant’s moral philosophy.
Kant did bring together autonomy and dignity in one sense,
but the freedom of individuals to do or to be what they want
did not have any normative role in his scheme. This means
that, contrary to what is implied in, say, the German stem cell
debate, Kant’s ideas on self determination and inner moral
worth do not provide a theoretical basis for legislative
decisions which combine liberal political ideals and conservative moral principles.
None of this proves, or is intended to prove, anything about
the legitimacy of liberal policies or conservative ethics. Nor
does it confirm the supremacy of one or the other notion of
autonomy. All it establishes is that people who prefer the
Millian view on autonomy are not best positioned to use
Kantian considerations of dignity as a part of their ethical
and political arguments.
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by legal restrictions or by the pressure of public opinion. This is
not the question of this paper. It is clear, however, that people
who oppose abortion, euthanasia, organ sales, or cloning can
claim that those who disagree with them are immoral. The
logic here is that since they have come to the conclusion that
these practices are against the moral law, and since the moral
law is universal, those who disagree with them must stand in
violation of it.)
A further step toward dignity (as absolute inner worth)
and away from autonomy (as self governance even in Kant’s
sense) is taken in standard Kantian analyses of reproductive
decision making. Kant himself asserted that if a pregnant
woman takes her own life, she also takes the life of another
person, namely that of the unborn child (Kant,19 1 422, p 83).
Since unborn children are not, however, ‘‘capable of internal
legislation’’ (or rationality), the basis for respecting their
dignity as human beings cannot be personhood, or morally
practical subjectivity. There must be something else, maybe
something like an eternal soul, which commands our respect
for them, and makes suicide while pregnant, abortion, and
possibly cloning morally condemnable.33
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